
HOW TO WRITE A GOVERNMENT MEDIA RELEASE FORMAT

Learn how to write press releases editors and reporters want to read + The best way to write and format press releases
for easy readability.

Have you varied the length of your sentences? The Parts of a Standard Press Release Press releases usually
have these parts in this order although you will find slight variations : letterhead or logo of the government
organization release time either "For Immediate Release" or for release on a specific date date headline that
highlights the message e. They allow any level of government to create its own news stories and circulate
them to the public through media of all kinds. Writing and Editing Tips Keep things short, simple and to the
point. If you are including an important announcement a new program, policy change, funding make sure it is
clear, accurate, complete and easily found in the text usually in its own paragraph. Even if the press release
provides information about a more negative event or decision, such as layoffs or a natural disaster, you still
want for your office to be proactive on the issue so as not to seem that you are avoiding a problem. Need a
great press release? Ron Kluvers said that one important aspect of accountability is information. Once the
preferred method of press release distribution, syndication is now dead. Write a brief, concise ending that ties
things off conclusion or leads on refers to something beyond. Keep the writing clear, tight and straightforward.
Do your own careful review to avoid costly errors. State it in 10 words or less. When is the subject of the press
release the product release or new hire, for example taking place? Press releases should be one page, or
between words. A press release is no place for jargon or inefficient communication. Who is your company or
the main players involved in this document? The remaining paragraphs should give more details, explain as
necessary, and emphasize your key points. Click To Tweet 3. Send questions or comments to sdoyle uvic.
This is an important piece of your press release article because it tells readers and journalists when you want to
see your article on the web or in print. Be sure to use the most relevant and exciting information that will keep
your readers reading. How does it help your readers? Add Your Current Contact Information Once journalists
or customers read your press release, they may want to know how to contact you. Click To Tweet 8. Readers
will respond better to a press release that gives the details of a show than they will to one that simply tells
everyone how great an upcoming event is. Click To Tweet 9. This includes your email address, telephone
number, website, and social media profiles. Take a walk in their shoes to understand their perspectives and
concerns. As you compose the press release, add the city, state, month, day, and year of its publication. Use
Multimedia. This will tell your readers that nothing follows. It also gives you control over when the press
release hits the media, which can have a massive impact on the success of your press release efforts. Develop
the Body of the Press Release The body of your press release should expand the content of the first paragraph.
Follow-up by Phone or Email. Have an extra space between paragraphs The first sentence should summarize
the news. Do the words sound conversational in tone? Here are ten foundational tips to guide you through the
process. How do you end a press release?


